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Abstract
We examine fast tropical matrix multiplication, where the tropical inner product
< a;b >= minifai + big is used to multiply rows and columns. We look at a recent
technique using circuit satisﬁability algorithms, and we try to extend this approach by
improving all-pairs shortest path on sparse graphs with certain structural assumptions.
Circuit complexity
The key to speedups via circuit complexity is the SYM+ circuit family. The structure of this
family allows for nontrivial satisﬁability algorithms, yet it remains general enough to capture a
powerful circuit family for deﬁning functions.
Figure 1: Transformation of ACC0 to SYM+
Given a SYM+ circuit with number of gates  20:1n, there exists an algorithm to compute the
truth table in (2n + poly(s))poly(n) time.
Figure 2: Fast evaluation of SYM+ via Coppersmith’s
The min-plus inner product is computable in AC0, so this transformation leads to a way to efﬁ-
ciently evaluate the inner product on multiple inputs simultaneously.
Structured sparse graphs
Algorithms for All-Pairs Shortest Path on graphs and those for fast matrix multiplication are
closely related. We deﬁne and study a class of structured sparse graphs as follows:
Deﬁnition 1 (k-separable graph).Let k(n) be a function of the number of vertices n. A graph G is
k(n)-separable if O(k(n)) vertices can be chosen from V (G) such that the deletion of these ver-
tices from G results in a collection of disconnected subgraphs, each of which has size O

n
k(n)

.
Figure 3: k-separable graph
Deﬁnition 2 (Locally Dense Graph). Let G be an undirected graph and fHig
jV (G)j
i=1 a family of
weighted directed graphs. Construct a new graph G ? fHig by the following procedure:
 Indexed each Hi by an element i 2 V (G). Create a graph with all original vertices and edges
in the Hi’s.
 For every pair i;j, if (i;j) 2 E(G), then add arbitrary directed edges with weights between
vertices in Hi and Hj.
The family of graphs constructed from such a procedure are locally dense graphs.
For example, such graphs could model social networks, where each Hi is a close community.
The k separators correspond to those communities which are the intersection of two or more other
communities. The graph G can be thought of as determining how communities interact with each
other. The connections within a community are dense, whereas those between communities are
sparser and are regulated by the graph G.
Current results
Lemma 1. If G ? fHg is a locally dense graph where G is
jV (G)j
2(logjV (G)j)-separable and each
jV (Hi)j  M, then All-Pairs Shortest Path for pairs (x;y) 2 Hi for every i 2 G can be computed
in O
 
n2 + n3=2M + mn1=2M
2(logn)
!
. If M = O(
p
n) then this reduces to O
 
n2 + nm
2(logn)
!
Proposition 1. Given a locally dense graph G ? fHig such that G is a tree and jV (Hi)j =
(M(n)), then All-Pairs Shortest Path can be solved in O
 
n2M + nm
2(logM)
!
. This gives an im-
provement for m = 
(nM).
Figure 4: locally dense graph with G a tree
Ongoing work
The goal is to achieve proposition 1 for the most general class of G possible.
Lemma 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, there is an O
 
n2 + nm
2(logn)
!
-time transformation
of the All-Pairs Shortest Path problem into one in which every shortest path between different
subgraphs Hi;Hj is composed of exactly three subpaths, of which the lengths are known:
(1) Go from a vertex in a component Ca to a vertex in an Hi adjacent to Ca
(2) Go from an Hi to another Hj
(3) Go from Hj to a vertex in a component Cb adjacent to Hj
The structure of this minimization resembles tropical matrix multiplication, but we are taking
the minimum over sums of three terms. We are investigating approaches such as writing this
computation as a conjugation-like product of tropical matrices.
The next step is to translate structure in graphs back to structure in tropical matrices. A block
diagonal form analogous to rational canonical form may be usable to improve multiplication.
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